Publications


New York Folklore (1975-1999)

New York Folklore Quarterly (1945-1974)
FEATURES

3 The Traveling Fandango: *Son Jarocho in New York* by Renata Del Riego

13 Two Minutes: *The Making of the Battenkill Inspired Video Series* by Hannah DeGarmo

22 Oral History and Urban Renewal: *Creating Richer Histories* by Ben Himmelfarb

35 How I Became a Doo-Wop Fan 10 Years Too Late by Raanan Geberer

38 Virtuous Versifying: A Composition About Rhymes by Eric L. Ball

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

11 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice by Joseph Bruchac

18 Upstate by Dan Berggren

20 Downstate by Molly Garfinkel and Steve Zeitlin

29 Poetry of Everyday Life by Steve Zeitlin

44 From the Waterfront by Nancy Solomon
FEATURES

3 Haudenosaunee Days of Sharing at Explore & More Children’s Museum in Buffalo, New York by Christine F. Zinni

28 Evviva San Giuseppe! St. Joseph’s Table Celebrations in Rural Western New York by Karen P. Canning and Christine F. Zinni

46 Music and Food in Multicultural Syracuse: Project Report by Sydney Hutchinson

60 Hog-Rassle: Impromptu Behavior at Old-Time Square Dances by James Kimball

66 A Telling Image: Bridging Folk and Fine Art Visitor Repertoires in Exhibit Design through Contemporary Murals in Folk Arts Contexts by Edward Y. Millar

74 Telescope Houses in Buffalo by David Schalliol

78 Spiedies, Grape Pies, and Garbage Plates (Oh My!): A Serious Look at Upstate New York’s Silly-Sounding Foods by Hannah Davis

84 Upstate New York’s Irish Music Archive by Ted McGraw

87 Explore Buffalo by Todd DeGarmo and Tom van Buren

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

25 Upstate by Dan Berggren

26 Downstate by Molly Garfinkel

44 From the Waterfront by Nancy Solomon

58 Poetry of Everyday Life by Steve Zeitlin

86 Good Read by Chris Linendoll
FEATURES

3 Maritime Folklife of New York City’s Forgotten Borough by Naomi Sturm and Daniel Franklin Ward

11 In Memoriam: Jack H. Leadley, Sr. (1927–2018)

17 Fruit in the Forest: Foraging Apples and Pressing Cider in the Finger Lakes by Maria Elizabeth Kennedy

23 At Work in the Garden of Eat and Be Eaten by Chuck F. Tekula, Jr

24 “The Golden Arm”: Collecting and Performing the Folktale by Timothy Jennings

30 Pageantry Puppets, Community Memory, and Living Traditions: Extending the Reach of Cultural and Educational Institutions into Immigrant Communities by Kate Grow McCormick

38 In Memoriam: Gregory Sharrow (1950–2018)

40 The Market on Saturday Night by Dan Milner

41 Two Poems: Jack “Legs” Diamond and Portal by Shannon Cuthbert

42 Analysis and Intuition: Reflections on the Mystic Union of Measure and Abandon in the Art of Figure Drawing by Stephen Alcorn

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate by Dan Berggren

13 Poetry of Everyday Life by Steve Zeitlin

16 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

29 Voices of New York by Libby Tucker

35 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice by Joseph Bruchac

37 From the Waterfront by Nancy Solomon

39 Artist Spotlight
FEATURES

3 From Trapper’s Cabin To Festival Stage: *The Evolution of an Adirondack Storyteller* by Varick A. Chittenden

18 Crossing Cultures by Thomas J. MacPherson

24 You’ll See Our Tracks: *The Raquette River Dams Oral History Project* by Camilla Ammirati

36 Gouging Tradition: *Musings on Fingernail Fiddle Making* by Eric L. Ball

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

14 Upstate by Dan Berggren

15 Downstate by Molly Garfinkel with Steve Zeitlin and Elena Martínez

22 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice by Joseph Bruchac

23 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

32 Book Review: *Sad Characters of American Folk Songs* by Frieda Toth

33 The Poetry Of Everyday Life by Steve Zeitlin

35 Book Review: *A Jumpstart for Inspiration, A Salve for Troubled Times* by Nancy Scheemaker

44 From the Waterfront by Nancy Solomon

46 Foodways by Jennifer Morrisey
FEATURES

3  ‘The Wreck of the Julie Plante’ and Its Offspring by Stan Ransom

12 What’s Your Watershed? Folklore at the Intersection of Place, Culture, and the Environment by Ellen McHale, PhD

18 An Interview with Hannah Davis: Regional Folklife Survey and Program Development Consultant for the New York Folklore Society and the New York State Council on the Arts Interview by Jason Baird Jackson

26 Echoes of Familiar Rhythms: Puerto Rican & Garifuna Drums by Elena Martinez

32 Democratizing the (Folk) Arts Nonprofit Workplace by Eileen Condon

36 Radio Flyer by Helen Condon

38 Transcendence: Making Meaning with American Public Folklore Diplomacy Programming in Nanjing, China [excerpt] by Beverly Butcher, PhD, with Li Jinke and Xu Jiayi

44 Snowdrops: Science, Myths, and Folklore by Barbara Schramm

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

7 Upstate: The Gift of Song by Dan Berggren

8 Downstate: Jim and Julie by Steve Zeitlin

24 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice—Tom Sakokwenionkwas Porter by Joseph Bruchac

25 Artist Spotlight: Bill Smith

31 Voices of New York: Maxwell Kofi Donkor & Sankofa Drum and Dance Ensemble by Polly Adema

45 Good Read: Charlie Whistler’s Omnium Gatherum: Campfire Stories and Adirondack Adventures by Chris Linendoll
FEATURES

3 Sesame Flyers International [excerpt] by Molly Garfinkel

10 The Dream of America / El Sueño de América: Separation & Sacrifice in the Lives of North Country Latino Immigrants [excerpt] Photos by Lisa Catalfamo-Flores

17 Remembering Bill Nicolaisen (1927–2016) by Libby Tucker

21 Recovering the Stories of Chinese Immigrants in the Spa City [excerpt] by Yiyun “Evian” Pan

30 New York Heritage: A Digital Archives [excerpt] by Susan D’Entremont

36 Camp Woodland Memories Inspire A Poem by Mickey Vandow

41 Critical Thinking, Wisdom, and Paying Homage to the Human Experience by Amy St. Clair

44 Seasons in Schuylerville, New York by Jeromy McFarren

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

7 Upstate: Hail Fredonia, Pinch Gut, and Minerva! Place Names in New York State by Dan Berggren

8 Downstate: A People Who Live by the Word by Steve Zeitlin

16 Good Spirits: Ghosts Moving Furniture by Libby Tucker

27 Voices of New York: Dan Berggren—Fresh Territory

34 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice—Ray Tehanetorens Fadden: He Saw Between the Trees by Joseph Bruchac

38 Artist Spotlight: Enikő Farkas

46 From the Waterfront: Rebuilding after Sandy by Nancy Solomon
FEATURES

3 An Inside View of Contra Dancing in Brooklyn, 2015: Swing Your Partner and Do-Si-Do [excerpt] by Jody Kruskal

16 Advocating for Sunday Rock (and all those other “Traditional Cultural Properties”) [excerpt] by Varick A. Chittenden

25 A Staten Island Education [excerpt] by Hilene Flanzbaum

30 Reflections & Vision: A Conversation with the Outgoing and Incoming New York Folklore Society Board Presidents by Gabrielle M. Hamilton and Tom van Buren

34 A Transitional Interpretation: American Roots Music by Five Photographers [excerpt] by Andrzej “Andre” Pilarczyk, Lawrence White, Enid Farber, Joseph Deuel, and Bryan Lasky

42 Songs to Keep—“Getting the Lore Back to the Folk” [excerpt] by Daniel Franklin Ward, PhD

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate: Singing Along by Dan Berggren

14 Downstate: The People’s City Report Card 2015 by Steve Zeitlin

24 Good Spirits: Mountain Magic by Libby Tucker

33 Artist Spotlight: George A. Olsen, Jr.

41 Voices of New York: Sara Milonovich—Daisycutter

46 Good Read: Saratoga Springs—A Centennial History Review by Chris Linendoll

46 Book Review: Legends and Lore of Sleepy Hollow and the Hudson Valley by Frieda Toth
FEATURES

3 The Danzaq of Southern Peru in New York Crossed Scissors at the Crossroads of Immigration [excerpt] by Tom van Buren

16 Drawing The Line: Reflections on the Importance of Drawing by Hand in an Increasingly Digital Age [excerpt] by Stephen Alcorn

28 Craft Revisited: Moving toward a Consumer Revolution [excerpt] by Jeromy McFarren

42 In Memoriam: Hilt Kelly: Catskills Fiddler and Caller by Jim Kimball

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Good Spirits: Home, Sweet Homewood by Libby Tucker

13 Upstate: Getting Off Track by Dan Berggren

14 Downstate: High Banter by Steve Zeitlin

38 ALN8BAL8MO: A Native Voice—BEING IROQUOIS: Arthur C. Parker by Joseph Bruchac

40 Artist Spotlight: Joe Crookston—Singing and Painting for the Beauty

41 Good Read Tahawus Memories, 1941–1963: The Story of a Unique Adirondack Hometown Review by Chris Linendoll

46 From the Waterfront: From Boatyards to Condos by Nancy Solomon

48 NYFS News and Notes
FEATURES

3 In Her Own Words: The Story of Alice Testrake [excerpt] Collected and Illustrated by Valerie Walawender

20 Cultured Wilderness and Wild Culture The Olmsted Legacy in Rochester and Graffiti in the Grove [excerpt] by Charles Burroughs

28 How I Spent My Summer (1967) [excerpt] by Erica Wolfe Burke

32 Evaluation of Petrifaction Legends in Turkey in Terms of Cultural Heritage and Tourism [excerpt] by Hasan Buğrul

42 Remembering My Grandfather’s Left-Wing Bungalow Colony in Dutchess County [excerpt] by Raanan Geberer

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate: An Open Invitation To My Downstate Friends by Varick A. Chittenden

18 Downstate: Lion’s Gate by Steve Zeitlin

31 Obituary: Yacub Addy

40 From the Waterfront: Rumrunners on the Bay by Nancy Solomon

44 Voices in New York: Bairbre McCarthy—Irish Storyteller by Anna Mulé

45 Good Read Caffè Lena: Inside America’s Legendary Folk Music Coffeehouse by Chris Linendoll

45 Book Review Unsettling Assumptions: Tradition, Gender, Drag by Frieda Toth

46 NYFS News and Notes
FEATURES

3 Rafael Hernández and the Puerto Rican Legacy of the 369th Regiment’s Harlem Hellfighters by Elena Martínez

14 Hermanos y Amigos de Guatemala: Folklore as Strategy for Cultural Survival by Tom van Buren

19 A Song for Pete Seeger by Joe Stead

20 America’s Last True Folk Hero by Michael D’Antuono

22 Irv and Fran Shapiro Folk Music Library by Maureen Dye

26 The Seven Trees and Ramapough Ethnicity by Gary Van Valen

32 “Dead Man’s Liver”—A Jump Tale Collected, retold, and arranged for performance by Tim Jennings

44 Steppers With Class by Zoe van Buren

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

13 Good Spirits: Legend Quests to Lily Dale by Libby Tucker

24 Downstate: ThePOEMobile Dreams of Peace by Steve Zeitlin

38 ALN8BAL8MO– A Native Voice: A Name to Remember by Joseph Bruchac

40 Upstate: The View at the Top of the State by Varick A. Chittenden

42 Voices in New York: Abdoulaye “Djoss” Diabaté—The Seed of Mandé Tradition Germinates in the New World by Sylvain Leroux

31 NYFS News and Notes
FEATURES

3 Reimagining Irish Lace in Western New York by Carrie Hertz

14 Raquel Z. Rivera: Portrait of a Puerto Rican Artist and Scholar Introduction and Interview by Eileen Condon

28 Fair Fotos by Wendy Liberatore, Photographs by Clifford Oliver

38 Remembering Karyl Denison Eaglefeathers: A link in the chain of New York Folklore by Ira McIntosh

48 Remembering Pete Seeger by Ellen McHale

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate: The Times (on the Farm), They Have Changed! by Varick A. Chittenden

13 Downstate: Annie's Italian Bronx Butch Freedom Memoir by Steve Zeitlin

27 Foodways: Saturday Night Baked Beans by Margaret French

41 ALN8BAL8MO– A Native Voice: He Comes Flying by Joseph Bruchac

43 Voices in New York: The Fraser Family by Dr. Constance Sullivan-Blum

44 NYFS News and Notes
FEATURES

3 AGUDAS ACHIM: A Century of Friendship and Shared Memories of Jewish Life in the Catskills by Benjamin Halpern

14 Spirit Dolls (Muñequitas) in New York Puerto Rican Homes: Engaging with Saints and Ancestors by Eileen Condon

24 The Holocaust, the Catskills, and the Creative Power of Loss by Holli Levitsky

32 Hittin’ The Streets With The NYC Tranzformerz by Elizabeth A. Burbach

36 YMCA Camp Chingachgook on Lake George Celebrates its Centennial by George Painter

42 The Spy Who Snubbed Me by Frieda Toth

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate: Coming Home, Fifty Years Later! by Varick A. Chittenden

13 Downstate: Kindred Spirits by Steve Zeitlin

23 Good Spirits: New York’s Haunted Bars by Libby Tucker

30 Play: History Buried—America’s All-Star Game of 1858 by John Thorn

31 Songs: The Maritime “Folksongs” of Edward Harrigan by Dan Milner

40 NYFS News and Notes: Occupational Folklore by Lisa Overholser

46 View from the Waterfront: After Sandy by Nancy Solomon

47 Book Review

48 Voices in New York: Æ by Elena Martínez
FEATURES

3 Drummer, Give Me My Sound: Reflections on the Life and Legacy of Frisner Augustin by Lois Wilcken

13 Flash Fiction Stories by Joseph Sciorra

14 Keeping the Adirondack Arts, Crafts, & Traditions Alive by Jim Mandle

22 Andy Statman, National Heritage Fellow: Innovating across Musical Worlds by Pete Rushefsky

30 Rounding up the Memories: Personal Histories of the Dude Ranch Days in Warren County, New York by Annie S. Yocum

38 Hanging on to Tradition by Andy Flynn

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 View from the Waterfront: Eyes on Sandy by Nancy Solomon

20 Upstate: Sir David and the Covered Dish Supper by Varick A. Chittenden

21 Downstate: The Humor Pill by Steve Zeitlin

28 Play: Who Remembers Pushball? by John Thorn

37 Good Spirits: Children Who See and Hear Ghosts by Libby Tucker

44 Voices in New York: Dawnland by Lisa Overholser

46 Foodways: Life with a Gingerbread Man Cookie by Elsie Borden DeGarmo-Smith

47 NYFS News and Notes
FEATURES

3 Growing Community in the Courthouse Community Garden by Annette Nielsen

11 The Creamsicle by Helen Condon

14 Sullivan County’s Diehl Homestead Farm: A Living Testament to the Heritage and Dedication of Six Generations on the Land by Benjamin Halpern

20 Keeping Watch: The Practice of Poetry by Margaret R. Yocom

26 Long Ago and Far Away by Teri Blasko and Jeff Durstewitz

32 “Local Sustainability in the Battenkill Valley” Focus of Folklorist Retreat in Washington County by Todd DeGarmo

38 “Low Bridge, Everybody Down!” An Erie Canal Music Celebration by Lisa Overholser

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

12 Upstate: Over the River and through the Woods... by Varick A. Chittenden

13 Downstate: Nations in Neighborhoods by Steve Zeitlin and Amanda Dargan

19 Play: The Legendary Hall of Fame by John Thorn

25 Good Spirits: Spirits of the Falls by Libby Tucker

37 Foodways: Grandmother’s Chili Sauce by Carol Gregson

44 Voices in New York: Grupo Rebolú by Gabrielle Hamilton

46 NYFS News and Notes

48 Reviews
FEATURES

3 Ethnicity, Nostalgia, Affirmation: The Rhetoric of Italian American Identity by Michael Buonanno
11 Dialogues with Time by Roman Turovsky-Savchuk
16 Yuri Yunakov: 2011 National Heritage Fellow by Pete Rushefsky and Ethel Raim
24 Follow Spot: Growing the Ranks by Kristen Andresen
27 Jewish Activities on Christmas: An Online Case Study by Mu Li
36 Essere Vecchi é Brutto by Frank Campagna
38 A Report from an Embroiderers’ Gathering by Ellen McHale and Lisa Overholser
42 The New York Folklore Society Features “Legends and Tales” at Its 2011 Annual Conference by Lisa Overholser

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

10 NurorAsian: Asian American Arts in New York—From the Killing Fields: Art and Healing in Asian America by Andrea Louie
14 Upstate: Why I Love the PO! by Varick A. Chittenden
15 Downstate: Poetry on the Porch by Steve Zeitlin
20 In Memoriam: Remembering Jean Crandall (1964–2011) Reflections by “Las Mujeres” (The Folklore Girls) by Eileen Condon, Elena Martinez, and Hanna Griff-Sleven
23 Play: Lost Treasures by John Thorn
26 Good Spirits: Down to the Depths by Libby Tucker
34 Still Going Strong: Sailmaker by Paul Margolis
35 View from the Waterfront: Fishing Partners: Remembering Cory Weyant by Nancy Solomon
41 Songs: New York and the Sea by Dan Milner
44 Reviews
FEATURES

3 Bagels and Genres by Jonathan Sadow

12 Petanque in New York by Valérie Feschet

24 From Central Park Rumba with Love! by Berta Jottar

32 Bringing Old-Time Fiddling into the Twenty-First Century by Jackie Hobbs

36 A Family History Quilt by Ruby L. Marcotte

42 Annual Conference Roundup by Lisa Overholser

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

10 Upstate: Summertime ... and the Eating is Easy! by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate: Place Moments by Steve Zeitlin

21 Play: Way Down upon the Hudson River by John Thorn

22 First Person: Never-Ending Pursuit of Rhythm by Julissa C. Vale

34 Songs: New York on the Half Shell by Dan Milner

35 View from the Waterfront: Fishing Perspectives by Nancy Solomon

41 Good Spirits: Ghosts of the ICU by Libby Tucker

46 Still Going Strong: Milliner by Paul Margolis

47 Reviews
FEATURES

3 Singing at the East Village Ukrainian Senior Center: A Reflection by Nadia Tarnawsky

7 Nadia Tarnawsky: A Ukrainian-American Singer's Journey by Eileen Condon and Nadia Tarnawsky

12 The Mighty Raff: 2010 National Heritage Award Winner by Mick Moloney

15 Voces con Eco: A Sample of Writing from Mano a Mano Collected and edited by Luz Aguirre
   Introduced by Emily Socolov and Mary Ellen Sanger

31 Button Accordions: A Call for Information by Ted McGraw

36 Folk Arts Champion: Bess Lomax Hawes, 1921–2009 by Robert Baron

39 Hindu Domestic Mandirs: Home Temples in Greater New York by Puja Sahney

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

10 Upstate: The New Obit by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate: The People’s City Report Card by Steve Zeitlin

14 Still Going Strong: Midwife by Paul Margolis

26 Artist Profile: Ferenc Keresztesi: Traditional Hungarian Wood-Carving by Lisa Overholser

30 Play: Bee’s Knees and Cat’s Whiskers by John Thorn

35 Songs: Older Singers and Old Recordings by Dan Milner

38 Good Spirits: Digging Deep by Libby Tucker

45 View from the Waterfront: Place and People in Time by Nancy Solomon

46 Reviews
FEATURES

3 The Vodou Kase: *The Drum Break in New York Temples and Dance Classes* by Lois E. Wilcken

10 Saint Rip by John Thorn

18 Diego Obregón: *Innovation and Tradition Flow from Colombia to Queens* by Gabrielle Hamilton and Naomi Sturm

23 The Grateful Terrorist: *Folklore as Psychological Coping Mechanism* by Trisha L. Smith, Grafton Eliason, Jeff L. Samide, Adrian Tomer, and Mark Lepore

30 North by Northeast: *NYFS Celebrates Mohawk and Tuscarora Traditions* by Lisa Overholser

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

16 Upstate: *North Country on the Rocks!* by Varick A. Chittenden

17 Downstate: *Dreams and Money* by Steve Zeitlin

22 Songs: *Get Ready for the Civil War* by Dan Milner

28 Still Going Strong: *Brewmaster* by Paul Margolis

29 Good Spirits: *Orbs and Avatars* by Libby Tucker

35 Play: *The Last Resort* by John Thorn

36 In Praise of Women: *Maria Yoon* by Eileen Condon

37 Books to Note
FEATURES

4 Carving Out a Life: Reflections of an Ithaca Wood-Carver by Mary Michael Shelley

13 From Wild Man to Monster: The Historical Evolution of Bigfoot in New York State by Robert E. Bartholomew and Brian Regal

16 Xiao Xiannian: New Sounds for Chinese Strings by Pete Rushefsky

23 Fieldwork, Memory, and the Impact of 9/11 on an Eastern Tennessee Klansman: A Folklorist’s Reflection by Trevor J. Blank

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

3 Announcements

10 Upstate: The “Lore” Back to the “Folk” by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate: Is Sex Play? by Steve Zeitlin

12 Songs: Tim Finigan’s Wake by Dan Milner

32 Foodways: The Bronx Seedless Grape by Makalé Faber Cullen

22 Good Spirits: Tiny Feet on the Stairs by Libby Tucker

28 Still Going Strong: Juggler by Paul Margolis

29 Play: The Making of a New York Folk Hero by John Thorn

30 Reviews
FEATURES

4 Dynamic yet Fragile: Reconsidering the Archive of New York State Folklife by Ryan A. Donaldson

12 Set in Stone: The Art of Stonework and Wall Building in Westchester County by Tom van Buren

20 Chicago Folklore Prize Winner: Felicia R. McMahon’s Not Just Child’s Play by Libby Tucker

26 Mikvah Musings by Hanna Griff-Sleven

30 How the FBI Proved that My Father Wore Overalls: A McCarthy-Era Story for Our Times by Paul Margolis

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

11 Still Going Strong: Wig Maker by Paul Margolis

18 Upstate: The [Adirondack] Hills Are Alive with the Sound of Music! by Varick A. Chittenden

19 Downstate: Free Market Flavor by Steve Zeitlin

25 Foodways: The Big Concession by Makalé Faber Cullen

28 Play: Yankee Doodling by John Thorn

29 In Praise of Women: Maeve Flanagan by Eileen Condon

32 Good Spirits: Bed, Breakfast, and Ghosts by Libby Tucker
FEATURES

3 Comfort in Cloth: The Syracuse University Remembrance Quilt by Dee Britton

8 Hallowed Ground Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Ritual and Storytelling: A Passover Tale by Barbara Myerhoff; Introduction by Steve Zeitlin

16 A Trip to Poppies by Ashley Torregrossa

18 Filer-Machol: Couturier to “Our Crowd” by Mari S. Gold

28 Diatonisk and the Dulcimer by Nils R. Caspersson

38 One the Needle, Another the Thread: Ahiska in Syracuse by Felicia Faye McMahon

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 NYFS News

7 In Praise of Women: Elena Martinez by Eileen Condon

15 Play: That Dastardly Dime Novel by John Thorn

24 Upstate: New Immigrants in Black Buggies by Varick A. Chittenden

25 Downstate: City of Memory by Steve Zeitlin

26 Field Notes: Meet Our Neighbors: The Nepali People of Bhutan by Felicia Faye McMahon

27 Good Spirits: Houses of Horror by Libby Tucker


36 Still Going Strong: Schooner Captain by Paul Margolis

37 Foodways: No Egg, No Cream by Lynn Case Ekfelt

41 Reading Culture: The Oral Tradition Goes Digital by Tom Van Buren

42 Books to Note
FEATURES

3 Wise Fools, Foolish Virgins, and Dirty Tricksters: Gershon Legman and American Folk Humor by Susan Davis

12 Forty-Seven Years at 47 Phila Street: America’s Oldest Continuously Running Folk Coffeehouse by Jocelyn Arem

20 Words of Steel: Pete Seeger and the U.S. Navy Steel Band by Andrew Martin

28 Frontier New York: A Personal Experience by Les Cleveland

36 An Internet Tour of Bosnian Music by Rick March

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

9 Artist Profile: Pauline Yarema

10 Upstate: When the Flamingos Return to Canton by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate: Talking Points by Steve Zeitlin

19 Reading Culture: A Problem of National Folklore by Tom van Buren

26 Good Spirits: Ghosts of Abandoned Hospitals by Libby Tucker

27 Play: Ah, Fib by John Thorn

34 Still Going Strong: NYPD Farrier by Paul Margolis

35 In Praise of Women: Lydia Fish by Eileen Condon

42 Foodways: Bravo Italiano! by Lynn Case Ekfelt

43 Books to Note
FEATURES

3 Anthropology 300: Creating a Quilt Community at Syracuse University by Susan S. Wadley

12 Humor, History and Tall Tales: Rereading the Adirondack College Student by Andrew Shawn Andermatt

16 Miss Fogarty’s Christmas Cake by Stanley A. Ransom

24 Here Was New York: Memorial Images of the Twin Towers by Kay Turner

35 Oral Culture and History Today: Joanne Shenandoah and Jack W. Gladstone by Linda Rosekrans

43 “It’s a Very Dynamic Moose”: Narrative, Creativity, and Memory in a Traditional Art by Andrea Kitta

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

15 Announcements

22 Artist Profile: The Flint Sisters

23 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

31 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

32 Books to Note

34 Play by John Thorn

41 Reading Culture by Tom van Buren

42 In Praise of Women: Janis Benincasa by Eileen Condon
FEATURES

10 The Absentminded Professor: A Case Study of an Academic Legend Cycle by Michael Taft

16 Mind-Builders: Training Youth Interns as Beginning Folklorists by Deidre Lynn Hollman

25 Hoops, Hebrews, and the Hudson River League by John Thorn

32 Voices of Others: Personal Narratives in the Folklife Festival by Barbara Cohen-Stratyner

40 Peeling the Pop: Exploring a Tradition in Orkney by Michael A. Lange

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

3 Creative Ethnography: Don’t Anyone Walk Around Barefoot: Life in a College Town’s Second-Run Theater by Meg Nicholas

8 Upstate: From Gypsy Lane to Tupper Road to State Highway 310 by Varick A. Chittenden

9 Downstate: Urbanitas by Steve Zeitlin

14 Creative Writing: A Recipe from Grandmother’s Diary by Edward DeZurko

14 Letter to the Editor

15 E-Resources: More Than Just Text for Free by Kathleen Condon

30 Good Spirits: Ghosts That Refuse to Go Away by Libby Tucker

31 Foodways: Nick Tahou’s Garbage Plate by Lynn Case Ekfelt

37 Artist Profile: Alberta Nell Romano: The Story of My Dolls

38 In Praise of Women: Vaughn Ramsey Ward (1939-2001) by Eileen Condon

39 Play: Bruegel and Me by John Thorn

46 Reading Culture: The Press and Folk Arts by Tom van Buren

47 Books to Note
FEATURES


16 Dance and Diaspora in Brooklyn by Kay Turner and Nicole Macotsis

20 The Narrow Escape: The Facts of My Life by Gabriel Bol Deng

26 The Don Dance: An Expression of Karen Nationalism by Heather MacLachlan

35 Calico Indians: Festive Play in Acts of Resistance by Roger Abrahams

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

15 E-Resources by Kathleen Condon

18 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

19 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

25 Reading Culture by Tom van Buren

33 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekgelt

34 Play by John Thorn

42 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

43 Books to Note
FEATURES

3 Piecing Together a Community: A Late Nineteenth-Century Friendship Quilt from Peterboro, New York by Shirley Morgan

12 Folklore E-Resources for All? Why Public Access Matters by Kathleen Condon

19 In the Midst of a Monastery: Filming the Making of a Buddhist Sand Mandala by Puja Sahney

24 A Grandmother’s Legacy by Virginia M. Scida

28 Immigrant Arts in Collaboration: Current Community Cultural Initiatives by Emily Socolov and Gabrielle M. Hamilton Introduction by Tom van Buren

34 Legend Quests by Libby Tucker

39 The Family Pond by John G. Hait

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 Announcements

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

17 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

18 Bookshelf Essentials by Tom van Buren

27 Good Spirits by Libby Tucker

33 Obituary: Helen Schneyer

38 New York Folklore Society News

42 Play by John Thorn

43 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

45 Book Reviews

47 Creative Nonfiction
FEATURES

3 Knitting It Together: *A Case Study of a Sweater* by Jill Breit

12 A Method to Our Madness by Miriam L. Wallach

14 The Underground Seen: *Tunneling Legends on College and University Campuses* by Vince DeFruscio and Charlie McCormick

20 Tyke’s Ice Fishing Contest by Ruby Marcotte

23 “Thinking Culturally: An Insider’s Perspective”: *A Panel from the New York Folklore Society’s Writing Folklore Conference*

28 An Accordion Story: *Following the Trail of Roxy and Nellie Caccamise* by Christine F. Zinni

38 Murder and Mayhem, Tra-La! *The Saugerties Bard* by John Thorn

44 Poet Beyle Schaechter-Gottesman Receives National Heritage Award by Ethel Raim

DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

2 New York Folklore Society News

10 Upstate by Varick A. Chittenden

11 Downstate by Steve Zeitlin

22 Foodways by Lynn Case Ekfelt

27 Bookshelf Essentials by Tom van Buren

35 Eye of the Camera by Martha Cooper

36 Obituary: Ken Lowe

45 Book Reviews
FEATURES

5 The Broom Closet by Andrea Dolloff, Introduction by Steve Zeitlin, and Photographs by Martha Cooper

10 Spectral Indians, Desecrated Burial Grounds by Libby Tucker

14 Legends, High School History Classes, and the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning by Sandra K. Dolby

20 Born to Giglio by Stephanie Trudeau

22 Flyin’ High: Kite Flying from the Silk Road to Roosevelt Avenue by Elena Martínez and Photographs by Martha Cooper

28 On the Trail of the Ugly Dog by Stanley A. Ransom

32 Employing Music in the Cause of Social Justice: Ruth Crawford Seeger and Zilphia Horton by Julia Schmidt-Pirro and Karen M. McCurdy
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